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This study aimed to incorporate PCR testing in the determination of organ/tissue origin for cancers of unknown primary
site (CUP). We developed a PCR panel consisting of 7 expression markers (CDX2, CDH17, SPB, UGRP, MAM, LPB, TG)
and 2 genes frequently mutated in cancer (KRAS and BRAF). The expression assays were intentionally interpreted in a
non-quantitative way, i.e. PCR tests classified tumors either as positive or negative expressors. While applying these tests to
135 cancers belonging to 8 common types of adenocarcinomas (AdCa), we observed that this panel was capable of clearly
discriminating between gastrointestinal vs. female reproductive tract vs. lung vs. thyroid tumors in 112 (83%) of these cases
and provided suggestive clues to correct diagnosis in 20 (15%) instances. We further assessed the performance of this panel
coupled with the occasional use of 2 additional mutation tests (somatic: EGFR; germ-line: BRCA1) in the real diagnostic
setting. The PCR analysis of 20 consecutive CUP with known IHC status turned out to be clinically useful in 19 (95%)
cases, with 16 (80%) instances of resolving the existing controversy and 3 (15%) cases of providing valuable confirmation of
suspected diagnosis. PCR testing of 20 consecutive CUP with unknown IHC status succeeded in establishing tumor organ/
tissue origin in 15 (75%) instances and provided suggestive clues to the diagnosis in 3 (15%) patients. We conclude that
simple non-expensive laboratory-developed PCR assays may aid CUP diagnosis in a significant proportion of cases.
Key words: carcinomas of unknown primary site, PCR, expression, mutation

Carcinomas of unknown primary site (CUP) account
for 2–5% of cancer incidence [1–5]. Many failures to determine the organ and/or tissue of origin of malignant disease
are attributed solely to diagnostic limitations. However, a
significant share of CUP cases remains unresolved even
upon autopsy [2, 3, 6]. It is assumed that certain patients may
manifest with metastatic disease in the absence of a detectable primary tumor site, given that the spread of malignant
clones may not necessarily require the initial organ settlement of cancer-originating cells, as well as accounting for
rare but still well-documented cases of regression of primary
tumor lumps [7, 8]. Overall, CUP have a worse prognosis
as compared to tumors with definite diagnosis, due to their
intrinsic biological aggressiveness and difficulties in defining
the optimal treatment strategy [3]. Correct determination of
the tissue of origin for CUP may result in the change of the
therapeutic scheme and improved treatment outcome at least
in a subset of cases [5, 9–12].
Current algorithms of CUP laboratory diagnosis largely
rely on immunohistochemical (IHC) staining for tissue-

specific markers. This approach has some limitations, given
the restricted spectrum of available diagnostic antibodies,
significant interlaboratory and interobserver variability of
some IHC assays, lack of automation, need for a relatively
high amount of tissue for multiple IHC testing, etc. [3–5,
12–14]. Introduction of DNA- and RNA-based tumor/
tissue-specific markers opened opportunities for improved
CUP diagnosis [10, 12, 13]. Some cancer-specific mutations
demonstrate very high level of specificity: for example, EGFR
gene lesions occur in 10–20% and 20–76% lung adenocarcinomas (AdCa) in non-Asians and Asians, respectively [15,
16], while being exceptionally uncommon in other tumor
types [17]. In specific circumstances, even germ-line testing
may be of some value: for instance, BRCA1 heterozygous
mutations can be found in approximately 5% of breast and
15% of ovarian AdCa, while the probability of finding this
genetic defect in a patient with BRCA1-non-related cancer
type is very low [18–20]. PCR is able to reveal residual
amounts of the transcripts in the tumor cells; therefore, in
contrast to IHC, PCR actually does not have a sensitivity
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threshold. Furthermore, a PCR test can be developed within
a reasonable amount of time virtually for any RNA message,
while obtaining the diagnostic antibody to a given protein
is significantly more challenging. Finally, current format of
real-time PCR allows more automated and user-independent
assessment of the testing results as compared to conventional
IHC, and PCR requires only a minuscule amount of cancer
tissue for dozens of reactions.
There are several commercial assays for CUP molecular
profiling, which involve a high number of analyzed genes,
use sophisticated algorithms for data analysis and may not
be easily accessible in some countries due to high costs [3,
12, 13]. Here, we integrated several expression and mutation
markers into a single laboratory-developed assay and evaluated its performance in cancers of known and unknown
origin. We show that in many circumstances this potentially
reproducible and inexpensive PCR analysis helps to reveal
organ/tissue identity for tumor disease.
Materials and methods
Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tumor blocks were
utilized both for expression and mutation analysis. DNA
and RNA extraction was performed by a single laboratory
procedure, and RNA was converted to cDNA by the reverse
transcription [21]. Briefly, 2–3 20 μm-thick sections of the
tumor-containing areas of the tissue block were deparaffinized in 2 changes of xylene, rinsed by 96% and 70%

ethanol, air-dried and then incubated for 6 hours in 200 μl
of lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 0.1 mM EDTA
(pH 8.0), 2% SDS, 500 μg/ml proteinase K) at 60 °C. These
lysates were subjected to organic extraction using equal
volume of the Trizol reagent (Life Technologies, Carlsbad,
CA) and 0.5 volume of chloroform. Second round of extraction was done with 0.5 volume of chloroform. DNA and RNA
were precipitated by the addition of 2 volumes of ethanol,
0.1 volume of 3 M sodium acetate and glycogen carrier up to
0.1 μg/μl, pelleted by centrifugation and dissolved in 10 μl of
water. The entire DNA/RNA samples were placed in the tube
for reverse transcription, which contained 100 pmol random
hexamer primers, 4 μl 5-x reaction buffer, 0.5 μl RiboLock
RNAse inhibitor, 2 μl dNTPmix (10 mM each), and 200 U
RevertAid reverse transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
in a total volume of 20 μl. This mix was incubated at 25 °C
for 10 min and then at 42 °C for 1 hour; the reaction was
stopped by heating at 70°C for 10 min. This mixture of cDNA
and genomic DNA served as a template both for expression
analysis and analysis of mutations [21]. It is essential to realize
that the presence of genomic DNA does not compromise
the analysis of RNA expression, as the transcript-specific
primers are located in neighboring exons of the studied gene;
being separated by an intron, they usually cannot amplify
the product from the genomic DNA template. Vice versa,
the presence of cDNA does not compromise the analysis of
mutations given that they are present both in genomic DNA
and corresponding RNA transcripts.

Table 1. Tissue/tumor-specific markers for analysis of adenocarcinomas of unknown primary site*.
Gene symbol/aliases

Gene name(s)

Organ/tissue
specificity

References Primer pairs

Product size,
bp

Tissue-specific expression markers
5’-GCGGAACCTGTGCGAGTG-3’
5’-GCCGCTGGTGGTCCGTG-3’
5’-TGAAGGCCAAGAACCGAGTC-3’
5’-TCTGTCTCCCCAGTTAGTTC-3’
5’-GAAGTTGCTGATGGTCCTCA-3’
5’-GTCTTAGACACTTGTGGATTG-3’
5’-GGTGTGTCTCCTGCTGGTC-3’
5’-AAGAAGAAGTCTAACAGCTCAG-3’
5’-TCAAGCGGATCCAAGCCATG-3’
5’-TAGCGCTCAGCCAGGCAC-3’

CDX2

Caudal type homeobox type 2

Gastrointestinal
tract

[27, 28]

CDH17 (HPT1)

Cadherin 17

Gastrointestinal
tract

[29–31]

MAM
(SCGB2A2; MGB1)

Mammoglobin; secretoglobin
family 2A member 2

Breast

[31–34]

LPB (SCGB1D2; LIPB)

Lipophilin B; secretoglobin
family 1D member 2

Endometrium,
breast

[33]

SPB (SFTPB)

Surfactant protein B

Lung

[31, 35]

UGRP (UGRP1; SCGB3A2)

Uteroglobin-related protein 1;
secretoglobin family 3A
member 2

Lung

[36]

5’-GTCATGAAGCTGGTAACTATC-3’
5’-AGGTGCCAACTTGTCAACAG-3’

111

TG

Thyroglobulin

Thyroid

[28]

5’-GGGAGAGTTTATGCCTGTC-3’
5’-GGAAGGAACTGAAGGTCAC-3’

116

[37]

5’-CCACTCGCTATTGCACACC-3’
5’-CACTCCCCGTTCTCCATCA-3’

102

110
84
117
96
115

Ubiquitously expressed gene (PCR control)
SDHA

Succinate dehydrogenase complex flavoprotein subunit A

*References correspond to the studies, which demonstrated the organ-specific pattern of expression of the mentioned genes; CDH17, SPB and mammoglobin markers were also utilized in the commercial Veridex CUP assay [31]. Primer sequences presented in the Table were designed specifically for this study
and validated by gel-electrophoresis; PCR conditions for KRAS, BRAF, EGFR and BRCA1 mutation testing were described in [21–23].
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Results

The expression analysis utilized standard PCR conditions:
1 μl cDNA template (approximately 25–50 ng), 0.5 units
hot-start Taq polymerase, 1 μl 10-x PCR buffer (pH 8.3),
1.5 mM MgCl2, 200 μM dNTPs, 0.3 μM primers, 1 μl 2-x SYBR
Green I in a total volume of 10 μl. SDHA gene transcript was
used as a control. Primer sequences for tumor/tissue-specific
markers are given in Table 1. PCR reactions started from the
activation of Taq polymerase (10 min, 95 °C) and proceeded
for 45 cycles (denaturation: 15 s, 95 °C; annealing: 30 s; 60 °C;
synthesis: 30 s, 72 °C); each reaction was completed by a final
extension step (5 min, 72 °C). To ensure the specificity of PCR
amplification, all expression assays were initially validated by
the visualization of PCR products in 10% polyacrylamide
gel. The routine detection of tumor RNA markers was based
on the analysis of amplification curves generated by the
CFX96 PCR instrument (BioRad). PCR expression assays,
which resulted in accumulation of detectable gene-specific
product, were considered positive irrespective of the amount
of the latter; the remaining tests were classified as negative.
KRAS and BRAF mutations were analyzed as described in
[22]. Whenever appropriate, testing for somatic mutations in
EGFR gene and founder germ-line mutations in BRCA1 gene
was applied [21, 23].

The performance of the PCR panel consisting of 7 expression (CDX2, CDH17, SPB, UGRP, MAM, LPB, TG) and 2
mutation (KRAS, BRAF) markers was evaluated in 135
tumors belonging to 8 types of AdCa with known organ
origin (Table 2). Some of the markers and/or their combinations produced reasonable diagnostic value. For example, all
colorectal tumors were positive for CDХ2 and CDH17, all
lung AdCa expressed either SPB or UGRP, all breast cancers
produced either MAM or LPB, and all thyroid cancers
were positive for TG (Tables 2, 3). Some of the markers
had remarkable negative value: for instance, none of the
non-lung AdCa was positive both for SPB and UGRP, and
lack of detectable expression of MAM was characteristic for
tumors arising outside the female genital tract. As expected,
the discrimination between the tumors of distinct histological origin (gastrointestinal vs. female reproductive tract
vs. lung vs. thyroid) looked more achievable than for AdCa
having similar histogenesis; for instance, our set of markers
could not reliably distinguish between colon, stomach
and pancreatic cancer, nor they were able to discriminate
between breast, ovarian or endometrial tumors (Table 2).

Table 2. Analysis of tissue/tumor-specific markers in major types of adenocarcinomas.
Mutations

Expression markers

UGRP

Both positive

Any positive

0

0

12
(92%)

10
(77%)

9
(69%)

13
(100%)

0

5
(38%)

Colorectal,
n=11

11
11
11
11
(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2
(18%)

4
(36%)

Stomach,
n=19

11
(55%)

14
(70%)

10
(53%)

15
(79%)

0

1
(5%)

0

1
(5%)

0

0

0

0

2
(11%)

1
(5%)

1
(5%)

Pancreas,
n=15

7
(47%)

10
(67%)

4
(27%)

13
(87%)

0

1
(7%)

0

1
(7%)

2
(13%)

0

0

2
(13%)

3
(20%)

8
(53%)

0

Breast,
n=26

0

2
(8%)

0

2
(8%)

23
(89%)

25
(96%)

21
(81%)

26
(100%)

2
(8%)

2
(8%)

0

4
(15%)

7
(27%)

1
(4%)

0

Ovary,
n=19

2
(11%)

2
(11%)

0

4
(21%)

6
(32%)

13
(68%)

5
(26%)

14
(74%)

0

0

0

2
(11%)

0

1
(5%)

Endometrial,
n=13

2
(15%)

3
(23%)

2
(15%)

3
(23%)

1
(8%)

5
(39%)

0

6
(46%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2
(11%)

0

2
(11%)

0

4
(21%)

0

4
(21%)

13
(68%)

0

0

13
(68%)

19
(100%)

2
(11%)

5
26%)

Specificity

95.6%

87.8%

97.7%

85.5%

100%

92.2%

100%

92.2%

86.1%

98.4%

100%

84.4%

86.2%

na

na

Sensitivity

64.4%

77.8%

55.5%

86.7%

51.7%

63%

44.8%

79.3%

92.3%

76.9%

69.2%

100%

100%

na

na

Thyroid,
n=19

BRAF
V600E

SPB

0

2
(15%)

KRAS
(codons 12
and 13)

Any positive

0

0

TG

Both positive

2
(15%)

Lung,
n=13

CDH17

0

Tumor type

CDX2

LPB

Thyroid

MAM

Lung

Any positive

Female reproductive tract

Both positive

Gastrointestinal markers

0
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Table 3. Typical distribution of tissue/tumor-specific expression markers in major types of adenocarcinomas.
Tumor types
Lung, n=13

Always/often positive
SPB and/or UGRP

Always negative
CDX2, Mam, LPB, TG

Optional
CDH17

Colorectal, n=11

CDX2 and/or CDH17

Mam, LPB, SPB, UGRP

TG

Stomach, n=19

CDX2 and/or CDH17

Mam, SPB, UGRP

TG, LPB; negativity for all markers

Pancreas, n=15

CDX2 and/or CDH17

Mam, UGRP

TG, LPB,SPB

Breast, n=26

MAM and/or LPB

CDX2

SPB, UGRP, TG

Ovary, n=19

MAM and/or LPB

SPB, UGRP

CDX2, CDH17, TG; negativity for all markers

Endometrial, n=13

MAM and/or LPB

SPB, UGRP, TG

CDX2, CDH17, TG; negativity for all markers

TG

CDX2, MAM, UGRP

CDH17, SPB, LPB

Thyroid, n=19

To our knowledge, there is no known single-gene markers
capable of overcoming this limitation [1–7, 10–14]. Some
of the markers appeared to be less informative than previously reported [24]: for example, almost a half of pancreatic
tumors lacked KRAS mutation.
When we analyzed tumors by histological groups on a
case-by-case basis (Table 4), 38/45 (84%) gastrointestinal
cancers had distribution of markers highly consistent with
their origin, 4/45 (9%) shared some expression characteristics with ovarian/endometrial cancers, 3/45 (7%) could
be wrongly classified as thyroid (n=2) or lung (n=1) carcinomas. Among cancers of female reproductive tract, 42/58
(72%) had distribution of markers perfectly fitting their
origin, and 16/58 (28%) revealed expression pattern that
can occur both in ovarian/endometrial and stomach cancer.
In contrast to the above groups, all lung (13/13, 100%) and
thyroid (19/19, 100%) cancers showed clearly organ-specific
pattern of molecular markers. Overall, the proposed panel
of PCR tests provided definite data on histological origin of
the tumors in 112/135 (83%) cases, offered ambivalent results
for 20/135 (15%) tumors, and resulted in potentially wrong
diagnosis in 3/135 (2%) AdCa.
We further applied these PCR assays to the consecutive
patients, whose tumor material was forwarded to the laboratory analysis between years 2010 and 2015 with the aim of
establishing tissue/organ origin of CUP. The choice of PCR
markers for each tumor case was made on an individual basis,
and depended on clinical circumstances and gender of the
patients. The first group of samples (n=20) included patients,
who underwent comprehensive single-center testing in the
N. N. Petrov Institute of Oncology (St. Petersburg), and
therefore had exhaustive clinical and IHC data (Supplementary Table 1). In these patients, molecular testing appeared
helpful in 19/20 (95%) cases, with 16 instances where molecular analysis succeeded to resolve controversial diagnosis,
and 3 cases where PCR testing appeared to be capable to
provide correct information irrespectively to other procedures. The second group of samples (n=20) arrived to PCR
testing without complete accompanying information, e.g.
IHC data, therefore the analysis of these cases was performed
in a more independent manner (Supplementary Table 2). The
molecular analysis turned out to be useful in 18/20 patients

from this group, with 15 instances of plausible identification
of organ/tissue origin of the tumor and 3 cases of apparently
helpful suggestive evidence.
Discussion
Estimation of performance of CUP diagnostic tests is,
by definition, compromised by several factors [11]. In some
instances, the true organ of origin for CUP can be established
during patients’ follow-up, up to postmortem examination
[25]. However, in the real clinical setting many patients are
usually lost from follow-up, and even autopsy fails to clarify
the diagnosis for 15–45% of CUP cases [1, 2, 6]. An alternative way of the data interpretation relies on the compatibility of markers’ distribution with the profiles of tumors
of known origin and/or supporting IHC and clinical data.
This approach is based on a relative stability of expression
of tissue-specific markers [13]; it neglects the instances of
impressive plasticity of tumor cells, which are sometimes
capable to entirely change their phenotypic appearance [26].
There is a number of standard CUP molecular assays,
although only a few of them continue to be marketed
(Table 5). Despite some earlier expectations, the diagnosis
of CUP remains to be largely done on the case-by-case basis
[13], which is attributed both to the thoughtful clinical
attitudes and to the desire to avoid unnecessary expenses.
Here we developed several simple, easily interpretable PCR
expression assays as well as invoked to the CUP diagnosis
a few already available mutation tests. We demonstrate that
this genetic testing, being non-expensive while relying on
the laboratory-developed protocols, may add significant
information to the available clinical and IHC data, and
even have an independent diagnostic value in some circumstances. Both IHC- and PCR-based CUP molecular profiling
techniques have some advantages and limitations, therefore
they can be used both interchangeably and in combination
(Table 6).
This study has some notable limitations. The interlaboratory reproducibility of “in-house” PCR assays continues to
be questioned. Furthermore, our PCR panel covered only a
limited spectrum of AdCa types, while some of the existing
commercial tests consider higher number of tumor varieties.
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Table 4. Expression patterns of adenocarcinomas with known organ origin.

Thyroid

Lung

Female reproductive tract

Gastrointestinal

Tumor site

Number of samples

Expression profile

Comments

38
(11 colorectal,
15 stomach,
12 pancreatic AdCa)

Typical pattern:
CDX2+; CDH17+; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–; TG–; KRAS-mut; BRAF-wt
Other patterns:
CDX2+; CDH17+; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–; TG–; KRAS-wt; BRAF-wt
CDX2+; CDH17+; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–;TG+; KRAS-mut; BRAF-wt
CDX2+; CDH17–; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–;TG–; KRAS-wt; BRAF-wt
CDX2–; CDH17+; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–;TG–; KRAS-mut; BRAF-wt
CDX2–; CDH17+; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–;TG–; KRAS-wt; BRAF-mut

Distribution of markers highly
consistent with gastrointestinal
origin of the tumors. All colorectal AdCa demonstrate expression
pattern specific for gastrointestinal cancer

4
(3 stomach,
1 pancreatic)

Gastrointestinal/ovarian/endometrial:
CDX2–; CDH17–; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–; TG–; KRAS-wt; BRAF-wt
CDX2–; CDH17–; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–; TG–; KRAS-wt; BRAF-mut

Ambivalent results: gastrointestinal AdCa share their characteristics with ovarian and endometrial
carcinomas

1 (stomach)

Thyroid: CDX2–; CDH17+; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–; TG+; KRAS-wt;
BRAF-wt

Gastric AdCa could be misdiagnosed as thyroid cancer on the
basis of expression characteristics

1 (pancreatic)

Thyroid: CDX2–; CDH17–; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–; TG+; KRAS-wt;
BRAF-wt

Pancreatic AdCa could be misdiagnosed as thyroid cancer on the
basis of expression characteristics

1 (pancreatic)

Lung: CDX2–; CDH17–; SPB+; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–;TG–; KRAS-wt;
BRAF-wt

Pancreatic AdCa could be misdiagnosed as lung cancer on the
basis of expression characteristics

42 (26 breast, 12 ovarian, 4 endometrial)

Typical pattern:
CDХ2–; CDH17–; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM+; LPB+; TG–; KRAS-wt; BRAF-wt
Other patterns:
CDХ2–; CDH17–; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM+; LPB+; TG–; KRAS-mut; BRAF-wt
CDХ2–; CDH17–; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM+; LPB+; TG–; KRAS-wt; BRAF-mut Distribution of markers highly
CDХ2–; CDH17–; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM+; LPB+; TG+; KRAS-wt; BRAF-mut consistent with AdCa of female
CDХ2–; CDH17–; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM+; LPB–; TG–; KRAS-mut; BRAF-wt reproductive tract
CDХ2–; CDH17–; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB+; TG–; KRAS-wt; BRAF-wt
CDХ2–; CDH17–; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB+; TG–; KRAS-mut; BRAF-wt
CDХ2–; CDH17+; SPB+; UGRP–; MAM+; LPB+; TG–; KRAS-wt; BRAF-wt
CDХ2–; CDH17+; SPB–; UGRP+; MAM+; LPB+; TG+; KRAS-wt; BRAF-wt

16 (7 ovarian, 9 endometrial)

Gastrointestinal/ovarian/endometrial:
CDX2+; CDH17+; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM+; LPB–; TG–; KRAS-mut; BRAF-wt
CDX2+; CDH17–; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB+;TG–; KRAS-wt; BRAF-wt
CDX2–; CDH17+; SPB- UGRP–; MAM–; LPB+;TG–; KRAS-mut; BRAF-wt
CDX2–; CDH17–; SPB- UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–;TG–; KRAS-wt; BRAF-wt
CDX2–; CDH17–; SPB- UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–;TG–; KRAS-mut; BRAF-wt

Ambivalent results: tumors of
female reproductive tract share
their characteristics with gastrointestinal AdCa

13

Typical pattern:
CDX2–; CDH17–; SPB+; UGRP+; MAM–; LPB–;TG- ; KRAS-wt; BRAF-wt
Other patterns:
CDX2–; CDH17–; SPB+; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–;TG–; KRAS-wt; BRAF-wt
CDX2–; CDH17–; SPB–; UGRP+; MAM–; LPB–;TG–; KRAS-mut; BRAF-wt
CDX2–; CDH17+; SPB–; UGRP+; MAM–; LPB–;TG–; KRAS-wt; BRAF-wt

All AdCa demonstrate expression
pattern specific for lung cancer

19

Typical pattern:
CDX2–; CDH17–; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–;TG+; KRAS-wt; BRAF-wt
Other patterns:
CDX2–; CDH17–; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–;TG+; KRAS-wt; BRAF-mut
CDX2–; CDH17–; SPB+; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–;TG+; KRAS-wt; BRAF-mut
CDX2–; CDH17+; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB–;TG+; KRAS-wt; BRAF-wt
CDX2–; CDH17–; SPB–; UGRP–; MAM–; LPB+;TG+; KRAS-wt; BRAF-wt

All AdCa demonstrate expression pattern specific for thyroid
cancer
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Table 5. Available commercial tests for CUP molecular profiling.
Company

Method

Number of
genes analyzed

Number of tumor
types detected

Reference

CancerTypeID

Biotheranostics

Real-time PCR

92

50 (including
subtypes)

www.cancertypeid.com

Tissue of Origin test (formerly
Pathwork test)

Cancer Genetics
Inc.

cDNA microarray

2000

15 (58 subtypes)

www.cancergenetics.com/
laboratory-services/specialtytests/too-tissue-of-origin-test/

Rosetta
Genomics

miRNA microarray

64

49

https://rosettagx.com/testingservices/cancer-origin

Test name*

Rosetta Gx Cancer Origin
(formerly miRview®mets2)

*There is a number of commercial tests which were repeatedly mentioned in the literature, but are not marketed for the time being [3, 38, 39].

Table 6. PCR and IHC for CUP diagnosis: advantages and limitations.
Method

Advantages

Limitations

IHC

Compatible with infrastructure of standard pathology laboratory
Provides information on subcellular distribution of the marker
staining

Spectrum of tissue-specific markers is limited by available commercial antibodies
Low potential for automation, limited throughput
Substantial interlaboratory variations
Limited sensitivity

PCR

High spectrum of markers (laboratory-developed assays can be
designed for any gene-specific transcript)
High potential for automation
Very high sensitivity, requires only a tiny amount of material
Suitable for both expression assays and analysis of mutations
Very low cost for home-made tests

In addition, we did not have a follow-up data for the majority
of the patients analyzed, therefore it is not definitely known
whether the PCR-based diagnosis turned out to be eventually correct, and whether it indeed helped to manage the
patients. Future activities may require further adjustment
of the spectrum of tissue/tumor-specific PCR markers and
multicenter assessment of the accuracy of this approach.
In summary, this study suggests a PCR-based test, which
combines several highly-informative genetic markers and is
capable to determine the organ/tissue origin of adenocarcinoma of unknown primary site. It provides some update
as compared to published PCR CUP assays, as it considers
several organ-specific mutations in addition to expression characteristics of the tumors. When assessed against
IHC, PCR detection of DNA/RNA markers is likely to be
more flexible, reproducible and amenable to automation.
Contrary to available commercial CUP tests, the suggested
assay does not require sophisticated computational analysis
of multigene expression data, but relies on an intuitively
logical, straightforward and transparent approach to the
tumor categorization. Low cost is an essential advantage of
this laboratory-developed protocol. We believe that consideration of such simple home-made assays may facilitate
the diagnosis of carcinomas of unknown primary site and
decrease the related expenses.

Requires personnel trained in molecular biology
Unable to detect posttranslational protein modifications
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